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Dear personfication of arrogance, 

When I have no income, even a dime is a burden, 

On the one hand you persist, which is a vittue in tho 

of achieving something by their persistence. There is noth 

your comrespondence that there is no prospect of your doin 

of the work in which you profess zeal. 

Most have better uses for their chins than you. 

I have indeed sung solidurity with brothers only to 1 

brothers. The learning was hard and painful. 

I deny you no virtue. Rather do I encourage you to eaj 
the labor of another. 

Would you have me orate that you were so arrogant you 

You are 

saying about 

old enough and 

walking in the moscasins of the other man. 

Thonas, I said gondbye 
I leave for the future 

decade for evaluation of your failure to 

and I ignored your last letter 

that 

is a do what you 

Pray do not continue to be a foolish and 

ignorant of the degree to which I work with others who hav. 

concept, of doing something that can move us forward. If y 

what [ am doing in court and with whom and how. you would hi: 

In this, I risk what I must, including myself. , & 

Tine and events have passed you by. I won't do anythin 

But you can and you do defame yourself. I do wish you 

was tempted to 

eyes and wind you aru 

your age and with all 

simply can't catéh up now. 

Neither spring nor any other sophistry will emit my ré 
to this point for such uanaturity or irresponsibility. 

fwo postscripts. 

Read me no lectures on GHile. I was part of that strug 
wl! 

provided those parts of that one of #DR's firesside chats. 
other vrojects on which I am engaged, I have 
print (despite uy efforts). In tine and when it 

You have a splinter in the heel, Schikles? Hat = 

Last night I was temporarily hospitalized. I ain 

this not the case and were it possible for me not to be unc 

than sitting bolt upright I'd probavly have izmored this lq 

When IT am again able to do what + have beun duins, I 

experienced enough to corpreher 

further record of your unseemly 

Bhat self-iny 

ignore this letter, too. But as I hav 

sincere, likewise heave + none that ti 
that you have NOT done in the past dé 

developed on ¢ 

is vossibie 

ater jj 

suppog 

I 

tS
 

se who have some prospect 

ing more persuasive to me than 

x anything to advance the area > 

earn that they were not 

rm it by not lusting to steal 

equated thievery and principle? 

1a the wisdom of the Indian 

, Pray do not require of ne 

. self-esteen in which there 

pould have helped do. 

portant old man. You are totally 

e the capability, not the self~ 
pu have the renctest notion of 

xve a glimmer. 

ng about it and you can't. 

would note 

ve no doubt that in your own 

here is no possibility that at 
peade it is too late now. You 

solve. 1 have not persevered. 

decades ago. It is I who 

in the present, with all the 
what has not yet been in 

will be. 

gle 
And 

his 

> At 

$s not always the bes} treatment. 

oo sed to be taking it easy. Were 

ronfortable and in pain other orte 

wter, too. 

ope in a 

ferred vy 
Matter of days only, 

selfGimportant man n 
ron Iwill return to it. I will not stop, and I will not be de 

whose tin: and capabilities have pass 
I do, truly, hate to adiress you this waye But I also 

on my own aging back. Would you be no more than a burden? 

ed except in his own self-concept. 
detest your wasted weight 

Really sincerely, 


